
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Subject Area Summer Term 2018 

 
Year Group 

Summer 1 
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  Summer 2 

 
Year 2 

 
 

SATs focus 

 Food 
Recognise fruit and vegetable vocabulary 
Understand the written form of words and begin to utilise some writing skills 
Start to recognise spelling patterns and the use of singular and plural items 
Be able to identify whether they like or dislike a food 
Say how many they have 
Begin to form short phrases from memory. 
Understand how to mix up vocabulary taught to form new phrases/sentences 
Be confident to use all 4 language skills. 

 
Year 3 

Leisure (Sports) 
Ask and answer 8 questions: name, others' names, feelings, where you 
live, age, birthday, pets, colour [POS3] 
Produce numbers 1-39 in and out of order and backwards [POS1/4] 
Express opinions about sports [POS4] 
Read and recognise sport/ opinion phrases in written form [POS8] 
Write sport/ opinion phrases from memory [POS10/11] 
Practise and perform a song [POS6] 
Recognise 'é' phoneme [POS7] 
Recognise connectives and variants of definite article [POS12] 

 Summer (Exotic fruits & wild animals) 
Ask and answer 9 questions: name, others' names, feelings, where you live, age, 
birthday, pets, what colour is...? [POS3] 
Produce 1-39 in calculations [POS1/4] 
Produce exotic fruit nouns [POS4] 
Produce wild animal nouns [POS4 ] 
Read and recognise fruit/ animal nouns [POS8] 
Write using a language scaffold [POS10] 
Write fruit/ animal nouns from memory [POS11] 
Join in with a story/act out a story and show understanding of words [POS2/6] 
Revise ce, ñ, j, v, z phonemes [POS7] 

 
Year 4 

Leisure (Sports & Hobbies) 
Ask and answer questions on a range of topics [POS3] 
Produce sports (+ opinions) [POS4/7] 
Ask and say which sports you play or do (yo juego/practico) [POS3/4/12] 
Produce days of the week [POS4/7] 
State which sports and hobbies you do on different days of the week 
[POS4/5] 
Repeat, recognise and produce hobbies [POS1/4] 
Repeat, recognise and produce sentences using different verbs and 
hobbies [POS1/2/4/5/12] 
Read silently and show understanding of sentences about which hobbies 
you do [POS8] 

 Summer (Drinks & Snacks) 
Ask and answer questions on a range of topics [POS3] 
Repeat, recognise and produce hot and cold drinks and snacks [POS1/4/7] 
Ask for an item of food or drink [POS3] 
Repeat, recognise and produce sandwich fillings [POS1/4/7/8] 
Repeat, recognise and produce ice cream flavours [POS1/4/7/8] 
Listen and recognise how much an item costs [POS1] 
Copy words for food and drink items accurately [POS10/11] 
Ask and say how much an item costs in euros [POS3/4] 
Take part in a dialogue in the café [POS3/4] 
Write some items of food and drink from memory [POS10/11] 
Create a menu of drinks and snacks including prices [POS10/11] 
Divide one number by another 1 – 69 [POS4] 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Produce written sentences combining verbs and hobbies (with 
support/independently) [POS10/11/12] 
Count forwards, backwards, in odds and evens 1 – 69 [POS4] 
Recognise and produce numbers out of sequence 1 – 69 [POS4] 
Add, subtract, multiply and divide 2 numbers 1 – 69 [POS4] 
Recognise and produce the sounds: ‘jue’, ‘ci’, ‘ce’ [POS7] 

Double and halve numbers 1 – 69 [POS4] 
Recognise and produce numbers in the 5x table [POS4] 
Recognise and produce the phonemes qui, qué [POS7] 
Revise phonemes j, ll, z, h [POS7] 

 
Year 5 

Leisure (Hobbies & Preferences) 
Ask and answer personal questions [POS3] 
Produce hobbies, new technologies and different types of television 
programmes [POS1] 
Produce numbers 0-1000 [POS1/4] 
Ask and answer questions about hobbies and new technologies, and 
where these activities take place [POS4/5] 
Show understanding and recognise different hobbies, new technologies 
and different types of television programmes[POS1/3] 
Read and recognise the written word and copy words or short sentences 
containing familiar words [POS8] 
Write words and/or sentences independently about hobbies, new 
technologies, different types of television programmes and different 
parts of the computer [POS10/11] 
Recognise ‘ó’’ú’ ‘é’phonemes [POS7] 
Recognise connectives and verbs in the first person [POS12] 

 Summer (Countries & Nationalities) 
Ask and answer personal questions [POS3] 
Produce numbers 0-1000 [POS1/4] 
Produce countries, nationalities and colours of flags [POS1] 
Ask and answer questions about countries and nationalities [POS3/4] 
Show understanding of the agreement of adjectives with nationalities [POS12] 
Read and recognise the written word regarding countries and nationalities 
[POS7/8] 
Write words and/or sentences independently about countries and nationalities 
[POS11] 
Recall colours [POS4] 
Read, follow and recognise the written words in the story ‘The Magic Carpet' 
[POS6] 
Recognise ‘ia’and ’és’ phonemes [POS7] 

 
Year 6 

 
 
 

SATs focus 

 Summer (Food & Menus) 
To ask and answer personal questions and express opinions [POS3] 
Read and write personal questions and produce new questions by manipulating 
verbs and question words [POS11] 
Speak in a paragraph about oneself and a third person [POS4 + 12] 
To recognise and produce the names of food and drink [POS1] 
To recognise and use the verbs ‘To eat and to drink’ in the first two pronouns and 
with the negative [POS4 +12] 
To use adverbs in sentences about eating habits [POS4 +12] 
To write words for food from memory drawing on knowledge of phonemes [POS2] 
To take part in a café role play expressing opinions [POS3/5] 
To write a café role play substituting words and using dictionaries [POS10] 
Numeracy: To recognise and say prices in Euros with knowledge of numbers up to 
100 

 


